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Microimpulse  Golden Pad 

The best choice for the restora�on 
and maintenance of floors.

Smooth and polished floors in just 3 
steps.

The new GOLDEN PADs are ideal for mechanical 
polishing of surfaces without the need for 
experience, anyone can obtain incredible results 
without the risk of damaging them.

With the GOLDEN PADs you always get surprising 
results, fast and easy to use, anyone can get 
incredible results without any kind of training 
and without the risk of damaging the floors.

Easy to use and excep�onal results
A simple and effec�ve method, in just three 
steps you can get incredible cleaning and 
polishing results on various types of floors.

 Save �me and money
Very low cost per square meter and immediate 
economic return thanks to savings on labor and 
the use of chemical products.

Clean, smooths and polishes without chemicals
They can be used both for washing and for deep 
cleaning treatment or polishing, in all cases no 
chemicals are used, guaranteeing extreme safety 
for operators.

 Makes surfaces non-slip
Thanks to the micro-sanding, the floors will be 
easy to keep clean and non-slip

Ecological
The use of water alone allows a huge saving of 
chemical products, the pads made of natural 
materials, once consumed, can be simply 
disposed in the unsorted bin.

Why use the Golden Pads
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The range of GOLDEN PADs differs from normal discs 
thanks to the new natural fiber support, the high 
concentra�on of diamond and the great resistance and 
durability of the pad in the most extreme condi�ons
.
The standard system is composed of 3 colors, Red PAD 1, 
Green PAD 2 and Blue PAD 3

To complete the system, there are 2 other Pads Number 0 
and 00 useful for restoring scratched floors.

PAD STEP 1 RED the most aggressive, quickly removes 
scratches, acid stains, and stubborn dirt.

PAD STEP 2 GREEN gives tone and color to the surface 
leaving a sa�n gloss

PAD STEP 3 BLUE gives a very high degree of gloss and can 
be used for rou�ne maintenance of the floor

Cara�eris�che e vantaggi

Ÿ Simple method, fewer steps and be�er results for 
cleaning and polishing 

Ÿ Maximum brilliance and durability. 
Ÿ Non-slip gloss.
Ÿ Removes acid stains
Ÿ Makes surfaces non-slip
Ÿ Does not damage the surface.
Ÿ Use of water only.
Ÿ Easy  to use even for the less experienced.
Ÿ Eco Friendly, no chemicals.
Ÿ Ideal for daily maintenance with the lowest possible 

costs

Descrip�on EXAMPLES OF PERFORMANCE
THE GOLDEN PADS ON SOME 
FLOORS:

PERFORMANCE ON MARBLE AND TERRAZZO MARBLE 
FLOORS

High speed polishing with MICRO IMPULSES: from 400 to 
600 m2 in normal use condi�ons.

PERFOMANCE ON CONCRETE FLOORS

Depending on the condi�on of the floor, the dura�on 
could be half that of marble and terrazzo floors from 200 
to 400 square meters.

PERFORMANCE ON PVC, RUBBER AND LINOLEUM

On average very similar to that of marble from 400 to 600 
m2 under normal condi�ons of use
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Marble

Terrazzo

Ma� Granit

Ceramic

Vinil Floor & Rubber

Epoxy resin

Concrete 

FLOORS Deep Cleaning
Sand
Rimozione graffi

Super Polishing
Daily CleaningPolishing

Wet & Dry

Wet & Dry Wet & Dry

Wet & Dry

How to use Golden Pad

IThe GOLDEN PAD system is very effec�ve for cleaning 
concrete floors, for de-waxing floors, restoring polishes on 
old marble, vigorously cleaning ceramic �les, restoring pvc, 
linoleum and very high floors.

The GOLDEN PADS thanks to their characteris�cs are faster 
and more resistant than other discs on the market, making 
the purchase the most profitable and las�ng.

With the GOLDEN PADS, extraordinary results are easily 
obtained by was�ng less in chemical products, becoming 
more compe��ve and professional in the cleaning sector.
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